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Whisper In The Wind Anthology

Outline,

A Free Sample From Sven To You.

I woke one morning and thought. I should

write an anthology containing old, more new

stories to mix up a fiction salad! Here below

will be a few with notes like this one below

each with edited out content, backstories and

other bits I have in them! And small excerpts

from the actual stories to see what it will

contain.
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Inner Workings

Hubert has a strange tale.. about his encounter with his inner mind, where he

takes a crash course of his own personality. Ever thought of your body as

having little workers inside using your veins like highways or your heart as a

ballroom?

It all began in his 30's when he had the bright idea of confining himself in a

noiseless room, pitch black forcing him to retreat deep into his mind while he

slept. A place many thought visited before, nonetheless there is more in here.
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To enter the space between conscious and subconscious, the observatory aka

brain of the mechanism hidden inside, around him was a modest waiting

room with splashes of blue and green dotted about the decorations and plenty

of wack architecture.

This one was inspired by Osmosis Jones, I was a big fan of the movie as a
kid!

Furthermore, I was sitting in one of those completely silent rooms when I
wrote  this. (Yes I am that serious about my work!)
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EVH Race Against The Clock

2056 it finally happened. The earth has begun to mount efforts to wipe

humanity off the face of the planet. In these efforts to defend the last morsel

of her finite resources, the globe was scattered with tropical storms,

magnitude 10.0 earthquakes, tornadoes the size of Manhattan and more. She's

mad, as an environmental scientist I am too.. but I believe there is a way to

reverse course and with any luck we may be able to revert the damage done

thus far, moreso for the future generations. It was a normal 9-5 day, the same
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old bland office.. same old generic ikea desk the boss chiefly haphazardly put

together. That's when the earthquake hit us it was terrifying coming from a

guy used to the casual quake. Heck everything is bolted down for this reason,

but this time was different as in this is the new world record and I'm right

smack dab in the middle of it.. air raid sirens began blaring I raced down the

4 flights of stairs to the lobby as the elevator was inoperable you could hear

someone inside panicking rather ironic is it not. Looking to the sky you could

see a darker tinge than during a normal rain cloud, this cloud dusted volcanic

ash that turned Manhattan's bustling streets into a madhouse that peace

officers struggled to contain. We got smart fast before we could not leave

anymore, swiftly we packed the car in accordance to the emergency

preparedness list; food, water, shelter and transportation.

This one I wrote in junior high bored out of my mind listening to a math

lecture for an hour and a half. I expanded it rather than the normal

shrinking.

EVH actually means Earth vs Humans
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“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter and those who
matter don’t mind.”
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– Bernard M. Baruch

Dark Heart) =High-Order=

It was a dark gloomy year in the small village of crasp, the leader. Once the

most revered men of his post none of the other three clans dared attempt a
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siege of the village of the rich and successful miners and warriors of all

breeds as guards. One rainy day on the 118th day of spring, the king fell

fatally I'll, and with the quad clan meeting for an alliance better yet it was the

day we were intending to sign the peace treaty so we could begin work on

trade routes. The kings seat of the government was just below that of the

overlord of yukashi, the native southern continent we reside on. Just below

him was the mistress of magic, she was the one who casted a curse on the

High King taking the form of pneumonia.

I came up with this while I was at work, It all began on a piece of scrap

paper and a well broken pencil. I expanded it that night 12am sharp I zinged

alive with ideas swarming all about. I had to get them on paper which I

thankfully successfully did just that.
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Thane Manor Curse

Thane manor was an ordinary home, although the ancestors have made the

east wing completely sealed off and forbidden for reasons unbeknownst to

the new owners who scored the decrepit abandoned 10 Bedroom 10
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Bathroom manor on the flea market for 1m square. All was well in the west

wing where they began renovations, it was when they requested their laborers

to break down the sacred 300 year old boarded off hallway to the east wing.

The men shared their worries of the tall tales told, but complied to remain on

the payroll of Mr. Thun.  Upon the first timbers crack, dust plumbed out of

the small opening gagging everyone.
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The Whetstone Trail

Whetstone inn was our meeting point just before the trailhead, the three of us

planned this trip for years. Talking to locals well, trying.. only to get silence

or whispers.  We took a trail map from the camp post which followed the

Whetstone river down the mountain to Cobbleston  a small village of

indigenous people. The trip was for Harry's culture project that aimed to

spark adventure amongst the young scholars, which worked flawlessly for
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Harry who is not interested in outdoor recreation but rather books and study,

then me. His brother who is always in nature constantly learning new tricks

or building grand huts of sticks.

Twisted mysteries are some of my favorites among them all, though I don't write much like this.

Whetstone trail is based from an old blurb from one of my school notebooks, I then expanded

the plot line spicing it up with some rich detail and we have this.

(It may or may not make it to the final copy.)


